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Survey 

 Relevant parameters of competition (and their EU regulatory recognition)

– Price

– Non-price (quality): innovation, access, safety/efficacy

 Weight of these parameters under EU antitrust policy

– Structural cases: focus on innovation – but focus is process-oriented (« competition in innovation »).

• Cooperative joint ventures (Art. 101 TFEU) 

• Horizontal mergers (ECMR)

– Conduct  cases: focus on price – with or without need to take account of other parameters of competition.

• Impediments to parallel trade: price competition at the expense of innovation and/or other parameters?  

• Patent settlements: price competition at the expense of innovation?

• AstraZeneca: the least relevant case of all (because no conflicting “price versus innovation” parameters?) 
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Parameters of competition: EU regulatory recognition
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 Non-price competition: innovative, safe and accessible drugs 

– Patents reward innovation and yield power over price while SPCs compensate 

initial lack of possibility to recoup R&D investments.

– Market authorizations confirm safety and efficacy of medicines.

– Duty to supply adequate volumes of drugs (Art. 81-2 of Code Directive).

 Price competition: price approvals strike a balance between 

conflicting policy objectives (cf. third recital of Transparency 

Directive)



EU antitrust  policy: structural cases (1)
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 Cooperative joint ventures: Pfizer /Eisai (2001)

– R&D project concerning anti-Alzheimer medicine.

– Comfort letter pursuant to Art. 101-3 TFEU in spite of subsequent monopoly 

market shares, but exemption limited in time (7 years).

– But why did Art. 101-1 TFEU apply in the first place? Loss of competition in 

innovation (in terms of numbers of R&D poles).

 Cf. §§ 120 and 126 of Guidelines on horizontal restraints (2011)



EU antitrust  policy: structural cases (2)
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 Horizontal mergers: e.g. Novartis / Alcon (2011)

– Innovation: potential competition from pipeline products.

– Usually pipeline products must have reached phase III of the clinical trials to be a 

credible competitive constraint.

– But see Ciba / Geigy – Sandoz (1996) and Pfizer / Pharmacia (2003).

 Cf. § 38 of Guidelines on horizontal mergers (2004)



EU antitrust policy: conduct cases (1)
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 Impediments on parallel trade: from Sandoz (1988) to Lelos (2008) and 
GSK Spain (2009)

– Only one certainty: infringements « by object » (and consumer welfare considerations 
irrelevant in this respect).

– Otherwise: no administrable standard of legality yet.

 Need for a sound antitrust policy giving all relevant parameters of 
competition their proper weight: 

• Price: limited consumer benefit in high price countries?

• Innovation: less R&D investments due to losses stemming from parallel trade?  

• Access: risk of shortages (or even market withdrawal) in low price countries?

• Safety: risk of falsified medicines slipping into the supply chain?



EU antitrust  policy: conduct cases (2)

 Patent settlements between originator and generic manufacturer(s)

– Definition: resolving out-of-court dispute or court litigation concerning validity or 

scope of a patent, often involving a « value transfer ».

– Typology: patent holder transfers various types of value to one or more generic 

companies: lump sum payment, license (royalty bearing or royalty free), supply 

or distribution agreement or other side deal.

– Theory of harm: originator and generic company share « monopoly rent » at the 

expense of consumers?
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EU antitrust  policy: conduct cases (3)

 Patent settlements: reading the tea leaves …

– settlements that relate to a sham patent or contain restrictions beyond the 

exclusionary zone of the contested patent (in particular in scope or time): per se

unlawful.

– settlements which do not allow immediate generic entry and are accompanied by 

a significant value transfer from the originator to the generic company:

• Subject to closer scrutiny … or even presumptively unlawful?

• If the latter, rebuttable presumption ? But how can the presumption be rebutted?

 Pending cases: Servier (July 2009), Lundbeck (January 2010) and 

Cephalon (April 2011)
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EU antitrust policy: conduct cases (4)
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 One abuse case so far: AstraZeneca

– EC decision (2005) upheld by General Court (2010), sub judice at ECJ.

– Both the « SPC » abuse and the « MUPS » abuse are highly facts-specific.

– Theory of harm: “but for” approach (i.e. misuses of regulatory framework for the 

sole purpose of delaying generic market entry)?

– In any event, there was no need to balance price competition versus innovation.

 Scope for more enforcement policy under Art. 102 TFEU?


